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1 Introduction
1.1

CORBA and TOCOOS

Around 1990, the Object Management Group (OMG) introduced the Objects Management Architecture
for distributed systems [OMG90], which defines abstract object model. In 1991, OMG defined an
industry standard called the Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA), based upon a
concrete object model derived from the OMA abstract object model. Among the CORBA-compliant
systems (CORBA implementations) currently available from different vendors are e.g. Orbix [ORBIXa,
ORBIXb], SOM [IBM93a, IBM93b], and DOME [DOM93].
The first version of the CORBA standard specification, CORBA 1.2 [OMG92], comprises many
components together providing a foundation for performing transparent remote request calls from the
requestors of services (clients or client applications) to the providers of services (servers). In principle,
a request requires an operation to be executed upon an object (target or server object) provided by a
server. The functionality of server objects is specified via the Interface Description Language (IDL)
defined in [OMG91]; in addition, mapping of IDL into frequently used high level programming
languages such as C an C++ is specified [OMG91, OMG93]. Moreover, an IDL compiler typically
allows for a server object to be used as an ordinary object (by generating an access to a stub or a
proxy in the client application); basically, the abstraction provided by accessing a server object via a
stub (proxy), both specified by the same IDL interface, is referred to as CORBA object [OMG94a].
The CORBA 1.2 standard also proposes a collection of Object Services [OMG92], that facilitate
CORBA supported objects with additional functionality such as creating and deleting new objects
(Lifecycle Service), looking up a server with a specific interface in another CORBA environments
(Trading Service), or managing persistent objects (Persistent Service). The functionality of an object
service is specified as a set of interfaces specified in IDL, e.g. [OMG94a, OMG94b]. Typically, an
object service is used by inheriting from the set of IDL interfaces specifying the object service.
It might be the case, that a particular service requested from a client is not available in the CORBA
implementation the client is running on. However, it might be available in another CORBA
implementation produced by a different vendor. Generally, the request format is vendor-dependent.
The CORBA 2.0 standard [OMG94d] specifies the ways of interconnecting different CORBAs either
by transforming requests in a bridge/gateway or by transporting requests in the standardized Internet
Inter-ORB Protocol (IIOP).
In 1994, we started to participate in the TOCOOS Copernicus project (CP940247; other partners: Mari
(UK), IONA Technologies (IE), CYFRONET (PL)), the goal of which is to design and implement the
bridge between two CORBA implementations: Orbix and DOME [SUZ96] and also to design and
implement a subset of Object Services that would furnish the bridge with enhanced functionality, such
as persistence and fault-tolerance. Of the subset, the Persistent Service appears to be of the utmost
importance, since it will support the bridge’s key features, such as crash recovery and fault-tolerance.

1.2

The goal of the paper

The purpose of the paper is to articulate the lessons we have learned from designing and implementing
the CORBA Persistence Service. Throughout the paper, we show that it is non-trivial to fulfill one of
the key design principals proposed by OMG in the Requests For Proposals (e.g. [OMG95b]), which
1
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has been referred to as the Bauhaus principle: "Minimize duplication of functionality. Functionality
should belong to the most appropriate service. Each service should build on previous services when
appropriate."
As the OMG Persistent Service specification leaves the design of the Persistent Service functionality
core upon a vendor-specific protocol, one of the main goals of the paper is to analyze those important
issues that have been left unresolved by the OMG specification and to report on our solution to the
related problems. Apart from this, our additional goal is to analyze the prospects of reusing other
Object Services, namely the Relationship Service (expressing relations among CORBA objects,
[OMG94e]) and the Externalization Service (save/load CORBA object to/from a stream, [OMG94g]),
in an implementation of the Persistent Service. As the inter-dependencies among the three Object
Services are rather complex and potentially circular, we aim at providing the reader with an analysis
resulting in a set of guidelines a designer and a user of these services can benefit from when resolving
inherent trade-offs.

1.3

Structure of the paper

The paper has the following outline: In Section 2, we provide the reader with the general issues
associated with the design and implementation of the Persistent Service - determining object
persistence, creating persistent objects, saving, loading, updating object state, etc. Section 3 briefly
summarizes the key concepts and principles introduced in the OMG Persistent Service specification.
Our implementation of the Persistent Service is described in Section 4 with the emphasis to report
particularly on the parts left unresolved in the OMG specification. Section 5 focuses on analyzing the
potential reuse of other Object Services in an implementation of the Persistent Service; it discusses two
of them in more detail: the Relationship Service and the Externalization Service. Section 6 closes the
paper by summarizing the lessons we have learned from our implementation of the Persistent Service,
especially while balancing necessary trade-offs, and particularly while analyzing the option of reusing
other Object Services in an implementation of the Persistent Service.

2 Persistence: design issues in general
2.1

The key concepts and implementation issues

The concept of persistence has been specified and studied by many researchers; we refer the reader
to books [Tan95, Mul94, CDK94], the proceeding of the dedicated workshop referenced in [SKW92,
DdBF+92], and other publications, e.g. [SF94, AJL92, BM92, CBHS93]. In this paper, we will limit
ourselves to persistence of objects in the CORBA environment. In this respect, the following are the
principal concepts to which we will refer:
persistent object - an object, the lifetime of which can exceed the lifetime of the application it is
used in.
persistent state (of a persistent object) - the n-tuple of values corresponding to the n object’s
attributes. Certain object attributes, usually with a very limited lifetime, can be considered
auxiliary; their values may not be embodied in the object’s persistent state.
dependencies (of a persistent object PO) - the set of all the objects targeted by a reference (either
standard or defined by the Relationship Service) from the PO.
2
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transitive closure of dependencies (of a persistent object PO) - the set of all objects reachable from
PO via references transitively over all nested dependencies; this is an analogy of the "deep
copy" concept [Str94].
In a design of object persistence, several implementation issues and tradeoffs must be resolved; in
particular, how to activate/deactivate object persistence property, how to employ the standard language
constructs of object creation to express object persistence property, how to save and load persistent
state, and how to decide upon updating policy. The rest of Section 2 is devoted to an analysis of these
issues.

2.2

Determining object persistence property

2.2.1 Statically
At the compilation time, some of the application objects are statically denoted as being persistent,
typically by inheriting from a persistent base class. Such objects will hold their persistent property
forever within the time scope of the application; there is no way they can cease being persistent at
runtime.
This approach is relatively easy to implement. However, the necessity to activate the object persistent
property statically and the impossibility to deactivate it later is not very convenient for the user. Thus,
this black-or-white approach is not desirable.

2.2.2 Semidynamically
This approach is a modification of the static approach by a runtime enhancement: the persistent
property of statically denoted objects can be dynamically activated and deactivated. This provides the
user with the runtime ability to decide about an object’s persistence. Yet this control is limited to those
classes of objects which have been statically preselected [Mey88], e.g. by inheriting from the
persistent object base class..
2.2.3 Dynamically
This highly desirable approach, which is implicitly suggested by the CORBA specification of persistent
service [OMG94b] (Section 3.1), allows the user to decide dynamically on the persistent property of
all objects (orthogonal persistence [MA90]). Objects can activate and deactivate their persistent
property an arbitrary number of times within the lifetime of the application.

2.3

Employing standard language constructs for expressing persistence property

In this paragraph, we analyze employing the standard language constructs of object creation for
expressing an object’s persistence property.
2.3.1 Static object
A static persistent object is always created via a static constructor call. The constructor contains a
piece of code that performs the act of persistent object creation. The drawback of the static creation
is that the control of the destructor call is very limited, if not impossible. Another problem is related
to the static persistent objects global in scope. A constructor of such an object is called before the
3
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main() function of the program starts; in this case, the persistent service module can be not properly

initialized.
2.3.2 Dynamic object
In the case of dynamic object creation, there seem to be two philosophically different approaches:
either all intelligence of setting the object’s persistent property hidden inside a "smart" constructor,
resp. inside all the constructors of the corresponding class(es). Alternatively, all the code handling an
object’s persistent property is performed by an overloaded new operator.
As to the smart constructor approach, the creation a new persistent object takes lexicographically the
same form as for creating a classical volatile memory object, e.g.
Persistent Object *po = new Persistent Object ();

The code in the smart constructor must ensure the following actions:
1. Assign a persistent identifier (PID) to the current Persistent Object instance, and
2. connect the current Persistent Object instance in the volatile memory with its data image
allocated in the persistent memory for the purpose of later updating.
As to the overloaded new approach, the new operator can be overloaded either on "per class" or "per
program" basis.
a) Per class overloading
If there is a new operator overloaded per class, then it inherently knows the type of the class that
should be created. In this case, the code of creation of a new persistent object looks
lexicographically the same as for the smart-constructor approach:
PersistentObject *po = new PersistentObject ();

Thus, the user must define a new operator for every class that can potentially have persistent
instances.
b) Per program overloading
Considering the case of having only one overloaded new operator per program (i.e. the one hiding
the standard library new operator), the conclusion can be made that there is a need of supplying
the information about the class type of the object being created explicitly as the second parameter
of the new operator. The C++ language [Str94] offers no way of retrieving and processing the type
information at runtime. Thus, the following code fragment
PersistentObject *po = new ("PersistentObject") PersistentObject ();

is of the same meaning as the one in a).
Looking at the code fragment, a threat of creating inconsistency in the new operator parameters by
mistake can be perceived. Such a threat could be overcome e.g. by using a macro call.

4
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2.4

Saving and loading object state

For saving and loading an object’s persistent state, there are two principal approaches: First, by
providing specialized object methods for every persistent object which serve to save and load the
object’s persistent state. For simplicity, we assume this to be done by two "comprehensive" methods
save_state and load_state (Section 4.4.1) designed to save/load all the persistent object’s state at once.
Basically, the methods can be made public, and thus a part of the object IDL interface, or they can
be made accessible to the underlaying persistence control only - e.g. by using the friend construct in
C++. While making save_state and load_state public works nicely also for distributed calls, the later
alternative is limited for the server side only.
Second, saving and loading of an persistent object’s state can be done by placing the object into a
persistent address space. A number of approaches towards the persistent address space architecture
exist; to those known at most belong: [AJJ+92, AJL92, PSWL94, SDP93, SF94, FS94b, SG91a,
SG91b, SKW92, DdBF+92, and HCF+95].

2.5

When to update the persistent state

The updating of persistent state can be application controlled or system controlled. In the former case,
updating is done by explicit calls of save_state and load_state (Section 4.4.1) from the application.
When updating is system controlled, one of the following methods is used:
a) Updating is done at system well-defined moments, e.g. when deleting an object, an error/exception
is raised, the end of the application is reached, etc. Basically, this approach is used in [ORBIXa,
ORBIXb].
b) Updating is transaction based; it means that the updating is done at the end of the out-most level
transaction. Naturally, this strategy requires the persistence implementation to cooperate with
transaction support. In Orbix, this can be achieved by employing the filter concept [ORBIXa,
ORBIXb].
c) True persistent virtual memory is employed; the state of an object saved in such memory is
implicitly persistent and is up-to-date at all times [AJL92, HKPCS95].

2.6

What is to be saved

In addition to the issue of when to update the persistent state (Section 2.1), the question arises of what
exactly is to be saved. The following alternatives can be identified: either just the persistent state of
an object is saved (the object’s dependencies are not saved), or the persistent state of an object is
saved together with the persistent state of the object’s dependencies. The dependencies can be saved
recursively up to n-th level; in general, the transitive closure can be saved.
To implement saving of dependencies, the following techniques are used:
a) The current status of relations among objects is not evaluated; dependencies are saved implicitly
by defining groups of object; such a group must be closed with respect to inter-object relations. As
examples see clusters in COOL [HMA90, AJJ+92, ALJ92] or groups in SOM [IBM93a, IBM93b].
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b) Full persistent state is saved with explicit evaluation of dependencies. This can be either application
controlled (explicit) or system controlled (based on hardware-supported reference identification).
In the later case, the techniques of early or late pointer swizzling are typically used [SKW92,
VD92].

3 Persistence: the OMG approach
3.1

What OMG defines

The Persistent Service is specified in [OMG94b], in which the IDL specification of three basic
interfaces are provided: Persistent Object (PO), Persistent Object Manager (POM), and Persistent Data
Service (PDS). Fundamentally, these interfaces comprise the same methods: connect(), disconnect(),
store(), restore(), and delete().
PDS supports a collection of pairs <Datastore, Protocol>. Datastore actually ensures saving and
loading of the
PO’s data. Each Datastore object is identified (localized) by the pair
<datastore_type, datastore_type_instance_id>. Protocol describes the way PDS transfers
data into and from the PO. Both Datastore and Protocol are not standardized; however, [OMG94b]
offers three examples of Protocol and a specification of Datastore_CLI, which might be used as "a
uniform interface for accessing many different Datastores". Generally speaking, PDS communicates
with the PO through a Protocol, and with the datastore via either Datastore_CLI or a proprietary (not
defined by OMG) Datastore interface.
To be able to use the Persistent Service, each CORBA object must inherit from the PO interface. Each
PO object supports a Protocol interface and can communicate with any PDS supporting that Protocol.
POM dynamically resolves the binding between PO and its PDS, given a PID of a PO and the
Protocol supported by the PO. Here, PID is an identifier, uniquely denoting the object derived from
PO in a datastore. Thus, PID is basically represented as a triple <datastore_type,
datastore_type_instance_id, key_to_PO>. For example, <FS, hostname, path+offset> for a filesystem-based datastore, or <DB, DBname, key> for a database-like datastore. Under the assumptions
a) POM knows about all available PDSs and the combinations of Datastore and Protocol, each PDS
can support (implementation: POM keeps this information either in a configuration file, or registry,
or via a dedicated interface), and
b) given a PO, POM knows which Protocol the PO supports (implementation: the supported Protocol
is deduced for example from the PO type),
the POM resolves PDS in the following steps [OMG94b]:
1. get the datastore_type and datastore_type_instance_id from the PO’s PID
2. get Protocol supported by the PO
3. localize a Datastore object using the pair
<datastore_type , datastore_type_instance_id>
4. determine PDS given the pair <Datastore, Protocol>
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3.2

Integrating with other services

The specification of the Persistent Service [OMG94b] discusses the integration of the Persistence
Service with other Object Services. The discussion separates the services that potentially may use
Persistence Service, such as Backup/Restore Service or Replication Service, and the services that may
be used by the Persistent Service, such as Externalization Service or Relationship Service. In Section 5,
we discuss the pros and cons of integrating the latter two services into our implementation of the
Persistent Service.

4 Persistence: our design approach
4.1

Our design goals and boundaries

When deciding on the design issues of our Persistent Service implementation, we have been
significantly influenced by two essential properties of the target application, the bridge. First, the
bridge uses CORBA distributed objects as well as local C++ objects. The persistent service
implementation must be able to handle both local and distributed objects. Second, parts of the bridge
will run in different CORBA environments. The Persistent Service implementation must not depend
on any CORBA-specific properties of the target environment.
The overall functionality of the service, however, should not be degraded by the decisions taken as
a result of meeting the requirements mentioned above. Furthermore, the service implementation should
meet the following objectives:
a) The implementation must be able to work as an independent Persistent Service in the Orbix
environment.
b) The implementation should not depend on other services unless their suitable implementation is
readily available.
c) The service should not put an additional burden on the application.

4.2

Our design architecture

Our Persistent Service design architecture can be divided into three parts hierarchically related with
respect to their functionality. The Typed Data Part is responsible for accessing datastores; its only
purpose is to provide a common interface for accessing various datastore types. The Persistent Object
Part uses the underlying Typed Data Part to save the contents of individual persistent objects. The
Persistent Service Part coordinates the previous two parts to provide the client with a simple-to-use
Persistent Service interface (POM and, potentially, PO) .
Figure 1 depicts the structure of our implementation in terms of the OMG Persistent Service
specification [OMG94b]. As indicated in this figure, the three parts of our architecture roughly
correspond to the major components of the OMG specification: the Typed Data Part implements the
OMG Datastore component, the Persistent Object Part contains important sections of the OMG
Protocol, and the Persistent Service Part represents both the OMG Persistent Data Service and the
OMG Persistent Object Manager components.

7
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Figure 1

4.3

Typed Data Part

This part of the architecture is embodied by the Store Access Module responsible for accessing data
on external storage media. Apart from the storage access primitives, the module is also capable of
providing single level transactions necessary for a crash recovery support in the hierarchically higher
parts. The module consists of four interfaces. The first two interfaces, called PID and PIDFactory,
introduce the notion of a unique persistent identifier, as defined in [OMG94b]. The other two, called
DataStore and DataStoreFactory, provide means of accessing the external store:
module StoreAccess {
typedef unsigned long
ulong;
typedef sequence <octet> tBuffer;
exception Internal { };
exception InvalidMediaID { };
exception StoreIsFull { };

8
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exception NoTransaction { };
exception NestedTransaction { };
interface
interface
interface
interface

PID : CosPersistencePID::PID { };
PIDFactory { };
DataStore { };
DataStoreFactory { };

};

The PID interface masks the differences among various storage media classes, thus creating the unified
abstraction of a datastore containing records addressable by PIDs. The primitives are not aware of the
structure of the data being saved - at this level, each record is simply a stream of bytes of an arbitrary
length. Each PID instance denotes a single location in a store. Apart from the location_ID itself, the
PID contains two strings identifying the store class and instance. Thus, the persistent identifier is
global in scope. The PID interface is derived from the CORBA CosPersistencePID::PID base
interface:
interface CosPersistencePID::PID {
attribute string datastore_type;
string get_PIDString ( );
};
interface PID : CosPersistencePID::PID {
readonly attribute string media_ID;
readonly attribute ulong location_ID;
void rewrite (void)
raises (Internal, StoreIsFull);
void rewind (void)
raises (Internal);
void save (in tBuffer data)
raises (Internal, StoreIsFull);
tBuffer load (in ulong length)
raises (Internal);
void remove (void);
};

The rewrite and save methods are used to put the data into a store location denoted by the location_ID
attribute. Rewriting a location erases any previously saved data and prepares it to be filled with
subsequent save calls. The rewind and load methods are used to retrieve the data in a similar manner.
As described in [OMG94b], PID instances are created by an appropriate factory (once created, the PID
remains valid until a PID::remove call is issued [OMG94a]):
interface PIDFactory {
PID get_root_PID ( )
raises (Internal);
PID create_unique_PID ( )
raises (Internal, StoreIsFull);
};

As the persistent IDs are being devised by the store itself, an extra care needs to be taken to provide
the client with means of obtaining the store contents. By a convention, the get_root_PID method
returns a single PID denoting a special record to be used for the purposes of maintaining a directory
of saved data. It is up to the client to specify a strategy for the root record usage.
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An instance of the DataStore interface represents a datastore capable of saving and loading the
persistent data:
interface DataStore {
void trans_begin ( )
raises (Internal, StoreIsFull, NestedTransaction);
void trans_commit ( )
raises (Internal, StoreIsFull, NoTransaction);
void trans_abort ( )
raises (Internal, NoTransaction);
PIDFactory get_PIDFactory ( );
void destroy_on_remove ( );
};

As the persistent service is expected to be secure with respect to system failures, a certain level of
fault tolerance is required from the underlying DataStore as well. Thus, a simple one-level transaction
mechanism is introduced - any changes made to the store contents after the trans_begin call take effect
after the trans_commit call successfully returns.
A particular DataStore implementation is always associated with a corresponding implementation of
the PIDFactory and PID interfaces. The store provides its client with means to obtain an appropriate
PIDFactory by calling the PIDFactory::get_PIDFactory method. The DataStore instances used by the
persistent service are manufactured by an instance of the DataStoreFactory:
interface DataStoreFactory {
DataStore open_DataStore (in string media_ID)
raises (Internal, InvalidMediaID);
};

Once created, a DataStore object remains valid until a DataStore::remove call is issued. Removing
the store, however, does not destroy its data, unless the DataStore::destroy_on_remove method has
been called prior to DataStore::remove. Usually, the DataStore interface will be used to save data of
simple types, i.e. chars, integers, strings etc. In the first version of the implementation, a simple set
of macros can provide an interface to save simple data types easily and effectively.

4.4

Persistent Object Part

4.4.1 Object Storage Module
This module is responsible for saving and loading of the persistent attributes of an individual object,
together with exporting the type and object reference information. As the only entity authorized to
access the persistent object’s internal state is the object itself, the services of this module are exported
in a form of methods provided by each persistent object (2.4). Using the terms introduced in
[OMG94b], this is a part of the proprietary protocol. The interfaces of the module are:
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module ObjectStorage {
typedef CosNaming::Name TID;
interface POListItem { };
interface POList { };
interface POProtocol { };
};

In order to be able to cooperate with the persistent service, an object needs to be equipped with the
POProtocol interface:
interface POProtocol {
TID get_TID ( );
void save_state (StoreAccess::PID pid);
void load_state (StoreAccess::PID pid);
get_references (out POList references);
void set_references (inout POList references);
};

The implementation of the persistent data service needs to be able to identify object classes at runtime.
As the C++ language does not provide the runtime type information to the user, the POProtocol
interface exports the get_TID method to do this - the method returns a user-supplied identifier of the
object’s type. The save_state and load_state methods access the object’s persistent state minus the
references to other persistent objects. The get_references, resp. set_references, methods save, resp.
load, the references to other persistent objects. The set_references method is expected to remove the
processed references from the reference list passed as the inout parameter. In the class hierarchy
implied by inheritance, this action is necessary in order to be able to reuse the predecessor’s
get_references and set_references methods.
The POList and POListItem interfaces are used to export the list of references to other persistent
objects. We prefer the dynamically linked list of items over an IDL sequence, as the operation of
concatenating and separating several linked lists, which is likely to be used in the get_references and
set_references methods, is less time- and memory-consuming compared to the same operation
performed on sequences.
4.4.2 Object Factory Module
When loading dependencies of a persistent object (Section 2.6), the Persistent Data Service
implementation needs a way to create (rebuild) object instances to be filled with data from a datastore.
Thus, a generic object factory is required capable of creating an object instance of the type
corresponding to the given type ID. In practice, the generic factory interface is more convenient for
the purpose of obtaining specific object instances if it is extended by a support for registering specific
object factories.

4.5

Persistent Service Part

This part incorporates both the Persistent Data Service and the Persistent Object Manager; both
specified in [OMG94b]. According to the OMG specification, the main role of the Persistent Object
Manager is to dispatch a function call to the appropriate Persistent Data Service. Since we have only
one Persistent Data Service instance, the interface of the Persistent Object Manager simply passes all
requests through to the instance.
11
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4.5.1 Reference Management Module
As the implementation of the persistent service is expected to work with the C++ objects as well as
with CORBA objects, we can not use the CORBA object IDs to identify the object instances. We need
another kind of an identifier associated with every persistent object to encode inter-object references
in persistent store. Fortunately, there is no need to devise another mechanism of object identification.
Each persistent object is already associated with its PID, all we have to do is to promote the PID to
act as an object identifier in addition to save location identifier. In an application, we need to prevent
the Persistent Service from creating several object instances using the same persistent object image in
the datastore. As PID is used as a persistent object identifier, a list of <PID, object reference> pairs
maintained by the reference management module can be used to check whether an object has been
already loaded.

4.5.2 Persistence Management Module
This module is the heart of the persistent service functionality. It exports the following specialized
version of the Persistent Data Service CosPersistencePDS::PDS interface [OMG94b]:
module PersistenceManagement {
interface PDS {
PDS connect (in POProtocol object, in PID pid);
void disconnect (in POProtocol object, in PID pid);
void store (in POProtocol object, in PID pid);
void restore (in POProtocol object, in PID pid);
void delete (in POProtocol object, in PID pid);
};
};

As defined in [OMG94b], the connect, resp. disconnect, method turns on, resp. off, the automatic
updating of the object’s persistent state image in the datastore. In our implementation environment,
the persistent data service has no way of detecting the moments when an object is modified. Therefore
we can only update the object’s image at system and transaction well-defined moments (Section 2.5).
The Persistent Data Service architecture dictates the necessity of saving and loading the entire
transitive closure of an object’s dependencies at once. Thus, the save, resp. load, method processes
the object’s dependencies recursively. When saving an object, the Persistent Data Service starts with
finding a PID associated with the object (a new PID is assigned if necessary). The object’s type ID
is saved into a location associated with the PID, the object is then asked to save its state into the
location. A list of references to the object’s dependencies is retrieved using the object’s POProtocol
interface; the object’s dependencies are saved recursively and a list of PIDs of the dependencies is
saved into the location. The process of loading an object is inverse to the process of saving.
When issuing a delete call, the object is removed from the list of memory resident objects and its PID
is destroyed using the PID::remove call. This results in the object being disassociated with its
persistent state, the transient state of the object is not affected by this call.
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5 Discussing reuse of other Object Services in Persistent Service
5.1

The other Object Services which potentially could support persistence

The specification of Persistent Service [OMG94b] discusses very briefly reuse of other Object
Services, particularly Relationship Service, Externalization Service, Trading Services, Lifecycle
Services. In this section, we will focus on the issue of reusing the Relationship Service and
Externalization Service as these services, if really reused, can cover substantial subtasks of the
Persistent Service implementation.

5.2

Reusing Relationship Service

5.2.1 Basic concepts of Relationship Service
The goal of the Relationship Service is to provide tools for operating upon abstractions based on entity
relationship diagram concepts. According to abstractions it provides, the Relationship Service is
hierarchically structured into 3 levels: base level relationship (provides role, relationship, means for
engaging entity objects, related objects, in entity-relationship diagrams-like structures. The second
level provides node, graph, edge allowing thus for creating graphs of related objects. It also provides
traversal and traversal criteria for traversing these graphs and, very importantly, defining subgraphs
at the runtime; a traversal criteria object can use the concept of propagation value. Finally, the highest
level provides specific relationship containment and reference.
For brevity, we have found it useful to call r-object an instance of the role, relationship, or node
interfaces.

5.2.2 Building Persistent Service over Relationship Service
When the Relationship service is employed, two types of inter-object references are to be considered:
inter-object references expresses by (i) standard object references and (ii) via r-objects; the concept
of object dependencies (Section 2.1) covers the both types of inter-object references. However, when
saving/loading dependencies, the two types must be treated distinctly.
Standard object references can be treated in the way described in Section 4.5.2, i.e. the transitive
closure of dependencies is built by recursive evaluation of dependencies. On the other hand, the
transitive closure of dependencies based on r-objects can be built by using the standard traversal
mechanism offered by the Relationship Service. To preserve the flexibility of defining subgraphs
dynamically at the runtime, the traversal process should use the user-defined traversal criteria object
(Section 5.2.1, [OMG94e]). In order to meet the minimum requirements of the Persistent service
(dependencies, transitive closure of dependencies) the Relationship Service implementation needs to
fulfill at least the service levels 1 and 2 as defined in [OMG94e].
In a general case, the two reference types can coexist in transitive closure of an object’s dependencies;
this even allows more subgraphs defined by different traversal criteria objects to participate in one
transitive closure. Thus, a Persistence Service implementation has to respect this flexibility in defining
subgraphs.
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In theory, following strictly the Bauhaus principle [OMG95b] to achieve maximum Object Service
reusability, all inter-object references could be expressed by r-objects only. Even though this would
unify the process of searching for transitive closure of dependencies, the overhead inherent to
dereferencing only via r-objects could hardly be acceptable (Section 5.2.5). In addition, the Persistent
Service needs to handle references among r-objects; to avoid infinite recursion, these references cannot
be expressed by using r-objects. Therefore, the Persistent Service needs to handle standard object
references anyway.

5.2.3 Making r-objects persistent
In this paragraph, we will presume both types of inter-object references coexist in the same transitive
closure of an object’s dependencies. How the standard object references are to be handled was
described in Section 4. However, to make the transitive closure persistent, r-objects themselves have
to be saved/loaded as well. Thus, the key issue this paragraph is focused on is how to save/load
r-objects.
As, in principle, the set of an object’s attributes belonging to its persistent state must be evaluated
dynamically, saving an r-object (particularly Role) as an ordinary object is not possible. This fact is
implied by the option to determine a subgraph using TraversalCriteria. Consequently, to save robjects, a special technique is necessary. Given a TraversalCriteria object and a root node, the entire
subgraph must be traversed to determine its relevant nodes and edges [OMG94e]. Only after all the
r-objects representing the subgraph are found, saving of the subgraph can take place. Basically, there
are four ways to do so in dependence upon the way the external form of references (PIDs) is saved:
a) PIDs are saved as parts both of the Role and the Relationship objects. Although slightly redundant,
this technique closely follows the principle to externalize inter-object references as PIDs. In this
case, the POProtocol::get_references method of a role requires a list of relevant relationship objects
as an additional argument, so that the irrelevant references to relationship objects inside role objects
are not externalized.
b) PIDs are saved as part of the relationship objects; at load time, references in roles are reconstructed
via Role::link calls. This technique eliminates the redundancy inherent to a); however, it requires
the POProtocol ::get_references method of a relationship object to call Role::link methods.
c) PIDs are saved as part of the role objects; at load time, references in relationships are reconstructed.
This alternative is only hypothetical as it would mean saving the information, which is principally
associated with relationships, inside roles.
d) PIDs are saved outside both roles and relationships objects in an implementation dependent way;
at load time, references are reconstructed as a part of the relationship objects rebuilding process
(e.g. supplying the information on related roles to the create method of RelationshipFactory).
In our view, the b) technique is the most elegant one, although the Externalization Service [OMG94g]
uses the technique d).

5.2.4 Advantages of reusing Relationship Service
Naturally, the inherent benefit of building Persistent Service upon, among others, the Relationship
Service is reusing existing CORBA code. However, the dominant advantage of employing Relationship
Service in Persistent Service is the power and flexibility of graph traversing operations. In Relationship
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Service, it is very easy to make changes to searching for dependencies or groups of objects simply by
changing the traversal criteria object. For that purpose, a set of specialized traversal criteria objects
(e.g. those traversing only certain edge types) may be predefined; furthermore, the traversal criteria
object can be parametrized dynamically at runtime.

5.2.5 Disadvantages of reusing Relationship Service
Compared to the standard C++ dereference mechanism, using the Relationship Service may slow down
the application considerably, even if local caching of relationship attributes (e.g. via smart proxies in
Orbix [ORBIXb]) is used. When using the Relationship Service, dereferencing an object pointed to
by a relation implies calling the Role::get_other_related_object. The get_other_related_object method
requires the Role object it is to be invoked upon and the Relationship object to be traversed, thus the
operation of dereferencing an object involves at least one RPC call with at least two CORBA objects
being passed as an argument and a result. In fact, the overhead of evaluating dependencies by means
of Relationship Service may not be critical for the Persistent Service itself, as most of the time is
consumed on operating with datastore; on the other hand, forcing the client to use the Relationship
Service inside its applications is hard to advocate, as it makes the application program more complex
(in terms of both source code and time complexity).

5.3

Reusing Externalization

5.3.1 Basic concepts of Externalization Service
The Externalization Service supports sequential saving/loading of objects from/into the CORBA
environment. The externalized objects are saved on a media in the canonical form described by
[OMG94g]; thus the Externalization Service allows for easy transfer of objects between different
CORBA architectures.
The Externalization Service is based on three interfaces: Stream, StreamIO, and Streamable. The
Stream interface represents a sequential stream of externalized objects; it is associated with the
StreamIO interface which provides the low-level tool for externalizing an object’s attributes. The code
describing how an object saves/loads its state (using the methods of StreamIO) is wrapped inside the
methods of the Streamable interface the object is required to inherit to make itself externalizable:
Streamable::internalize_from_stream (StreamIO)
Streamable::externalize_to_stream (StreamIO, FactoryFinder)

The methods take as a parameter the reference to a StreamIO object; this mechanism provides for
dynamic binding between the object and the stream that externalizes the objects’s attributes.
An object uses methods of the StreamIO interface such as StreamIO::write_float (float) or Stream::
write_string (String) to save its attributes of simple data types into the stream represented by a Stream
object. The StreamIO interface also provides the following two methods for saving dependencies
referenced from the object: StreamIO::write_object (Streamble) and StreamIO::write_graph
(CosCompoundExternalization::Node). The first method is used when the relations among objects are
not represented via the Relationship Service; the second method is called when the Relationship
Service is used to represent relations among objects. Basically, these methods are to be called
recursively to ensure externalization of the whole graph of related objects. All in all, it should be
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emphasized that the Stream interface inherently implies sequential way of saving, resp. loading, objects
to, resp. from, external media.

5.3.2 How can Externalization Service support Persistence Service
As stated in [OMG94g Section 3.1], the Externalization Service has been designed to be able to
integrate with Persistent Service as a specific POS protocol. On the other hand, the only reference to
the Externalization Service in the Persistent Service specification [OMG94b, Section 6.17] reads: "...
the Persistent Service could use this service as a POS protocol".
In fact, being inherently sequential at a higher level of abstraction, the Externalization service can
support the Persistent Service, inherently based on random access to individual objects, only in a very
special case - when a Persistent Service implementation does not support fine-grained updating of parts
of an externalized transitive closure of dependencies. On a lower level of abstraction, the
Externalization Service interfaces Streamable and StreamIO are not necessarily limited to sequential
access to externalized objects. In principle, it would be possible to implement a specialized StreamIO
interface, such that the Streamable interface could be used to access the persistent state of an object
without imposing the limit mentioned above. Although not strictly adherent to the semantics described
in [OMG94g], the specialized StreamIO interface implementation could make it possible to reuse the
Streamable code in a client application.
5.3.3 Advantages of reusing Externalization Service
The Externalization Service provides standardized way of saving data to the stream, resp. datastore.
When used, it prevents the implementor of the Persistent Service from writing the bottom-most layer
of the underlying datastore and provides clean and flexible interface to the upper layers of the
Persistent Service for saving/loading of an object’s state.
5.3.4 Disadvantages of reusing Externalization Service
When the Relationship Service is used to express the dependencies (Section 2.1) of the objects to be
externalized/internalized, the necessity of saving/loading the r-objects (Section 5.2.1) representing the
dependency graph emerges. In the Relationship Service framework, the binding between two entity
objects is expressed via a pair of Role objects and a Relationship object that connects the Role objects.
In the graph, the position of each entity object is represented by the Node object that contains all the
Role objects belonging to the entity object. When the entity object requests externalization,
StreamIO::save_graph() is called upon the Node object associated with it. The Node object must save
not only the entity object but also its Role objects and even itself. The Relationship objects are saved
together at the very end of the externalization process. To support the saving/loading, all r-objects must
inherit from the Streamable interface. Just the fact, that the methods for saving/loading in the
Streamable interface must be written by hand for each r-object type, makes r-objects "heavyweight"
with respect to the Externalization Service.
The Externalization Service does not support the structured data types directly. When using the
methods of StreamIO, a structure in an object must be either treated as an object derived from
Streamable and equipped with the user-written save/load code or viewed as a byte region and
saved/loaded by SteamIO::write_octet(), resp. StreamIO::read_octet().
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6 Conclusion
The paper is based on our experience with implementing the CORBA Persistent Service. As the OMG
Persistent Service specification leaves the design of the Persistent Service functionality core upon a
vendor-specific protocol, several very important issues, such as handling of related objects and
interfacing with a datastore, remain unresolved in the specification. Therefore, in Section 2, we focused
on analyzing possible techniques related to these issues and particularly to the crucial trade-offs we
have had to face in our implementation. Our particular solution to these issues was described in
Section 4; the core functionality of our Persistent Service implementation is located in the Persistent
Data Service module, with the low level support routines split between the Persistent Object and Store
Access module. In Section 4, we provided the reader with relevant details.
Moreover, the option of reusing other Object Services, namely the Relationship Service and the
Externalization service, in an implementation of the Persistent Service was analyzed in Section 5. As
for related objects, we have found it very important to treat both the standard references and the
references defined by the Relationship Service in a unified way with respect to an object’s
dependencies; therefore, in Section 2.1, we introduced the concept of dependencies as the set of all
the objects targeted by a reference of either type from a given object. Further, we concluded that
reusing the Relationship Service does not grant any significant profit to the Persistent Service
implementation alone; the user, however, may benefit from the ability of the Persistent Service to
understand and process the graphs defined via r-objects (Section 5.2.1) of the Relationship Service.
Thus, if the Relationship Service is implemented in a CORBA, the Persistent Service implementation
should support both types of inter-object references; at the same time, to avoid endless recursion, the
references among r-objects must be treated in a special way in the Persistent Service. For this purpose,
guidelines for making the Relationship Service’s r-objects persistent were articulated in Section 5.
Being in principle sequential at a higher level of abstraction, the Externalization Service can support
the Persistent Service, inherently based on random access to individual objects, only in a very special
case as discussed in Section 5.3. However, as we pointed out, on a lower level of abstraction, the
client part of the Externalization Service implementation can be exploited by the Persistent Service
to access the object’s persistent state with no need to equip client objects with additional methods used
by PDS protocol.
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